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Dear Reader, 
Welcome to this edition of  Politik! With the launch of  our new website and exceptional work from our authors, 
we hope this issue brings you insight into a range of  key issues in international affairs right now.

Exploring the theme of  ‘Fractures’ from a multi-disciplinary perspective, our authors discuss a variety of  topics, 
ranging from empowerment of  the EU post-Brexit, the role of  media manipulation in the Kashmir conflict, and 
incongruency of  power relations in fair trade coffee. 

We would like to wholeheartedly thank the UNSW School of  Social Sciences for their generous ongoing support 
of  Politik. Our gratitude extends particularly to Ms. Francy Fan (School Manager of  the School of  Social 
Sciences). Our thanks also goes to Ms. Shashma Bonnet-Rooke (Senior Marketing Officer for the Faculty of  
Arts and Social Sciences) for connecting with Politik so readily and providing a space for Politik to engage 
with the Faculty and its students. Special thanks to Caroline Lee for her hard work in bringing our vision for 
‘Fractures’ to life through her beautiful designs for this issue. 

We would like to sincerely thank our outgoing Senior Editors Natasha and Michael for their incredible work, 
time, support and dedication to making this issue a possibility. Finally, we would like to thank our 2019 editorial 
team for their hard work throughout the year.

With Perkins finishing his time with Politik, Andrew Loomes will take on the role of  Executive Editor in 2020. 
Andrew is a fifth-year Law/International Studies student at UNSW and works as a Legal Executive for a local 
children’s cancer research charity. Having edited for Politik in 2019, Andrew will step up into the executive role 
with a passion for fostering student voices and development as well as bridging the gap between university and 
professional life. 

This year we welcome two new Senior Editors, Abida Aura and Rose Huang. We look forward to collaborating 
with them in the year ahead and taking Politik to new heights. 

On behalf  of  our team, we hope you enjoy the contributions of  the gifted authors of  UNSW in this issue and 
extend our thanks for your support. 
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Challenges for the Fourth Estate

Von Bacani (Arts/Laws IV)

INTRODUCTION
The news media, often termed the “fourth estate”, is a crucial cornerstone of  a healthy democracy 
whereby diverse viewpoints can be postulated and challenged.1 With the recent emergence of  
online and independent media, it appears that traditional media values, such as truth, integrity and 
transparency, are at danger of  being compromised in the age of  “fake news”.2

In this essay, I will assert that despite an increasing concern with image and technology in a so-
called “Public Relations (PR) state”, the media can continue to play an important role in contributing 
to a healthy democracy. I will firstly discuss the numerous ways the media’s transparency has been 
compromised, by examining the current state of  politics and elucidating its jeopardising effect on the 
media’s watchdog role. In this section, I suggest that the media can nonetheless prevail despite these 
issues. Secondly, I will explain the social and economic elements which arguably pose greater threats 
to media.

THE PR STATE: WHO’S WATCHING THE WATCHDOG?
Capitalistic societies in the 21st century are said to exist in a PR State, wherein business interests 
and “the institutional context shapes the way in which political actors understand issues and frame 
political strategies”.3 This so-called PR State has often been criticised for leading to a compromise 
of  political integrity in favour of  image, technology and revenue. In the socio-political context of  the 
US, hyper-commercialism has yielded conditions for an environment wherein “journalists, editors 
and media professionals who rise to the top of  the hierarchy tend to internalise the values, both 
commercial and political, of  media owners”.4 Furthermore, the composition of  media “minders”, 
media “units”, departmental public affairs sections and whole-of-government coordination have 
catalysed a fusion of  politics and business. This has amassed substantial influence over the outflows of  
content production which “seek to steer political events, to champion opposing policy proposals, and 
to campaign (sometimes aggressively) for or against governments”.5 Despite the arguable surrender of  
politics to conglomerate interests, I believe that the media can continue to be beneficial in sustaining 
democratic dialogue.

Von is an undergraduate student who is considering a career in law, business or diplomacy. He is a passionate 
writer who enjoys travelling, volunteering and spending time with family and friends.
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MONEY AND THE MEDIA 
BUSINESS: IS GLOBALISATION 
TO BLAME?
Advertising has a profound effect on media content, 
as classified advertising by governments blurs the 
line between political campaigns and downright 
capitalistic advertising. The overwhelming press 
concentration and media monopoly in Australia 
leads to divisiveness between media sources with 

“

strong political leanings, exacerbated by so-called “epistemic bubbles” and “echo-chambers” on 
social media.6 Alternatively, the profound effects of  advertising could perhaps be opposed with the 
presumption of  human agency. Ward infers that “not all persuasive campaigns succeed… Advertising 
does not always have the desired effect, as the losing party in any election campaign will testify”, which 
suggests that voters are “seemingly immune to the influence of  mass communication.”.7 Diversification 
is essential to a healthy 21st century democracy as it fosters a variety of  opinions, effectively facilitating 
alternative and independent media which would arguably be more effective at representing minorities 
and the bourgeoisie at large. At the very least, this gives them political momentum and some form 
of  representation. This argument is reinforced by Snow, who notes that “the promise of  a global 
media age includes a healthy scepticism of  the old media and government sources as a multiplicity of  
channels, both traditional and alternative”.8

IMAGE AND MEDIATISATION: POLITICAL NEWS AS 
ENTERTAINMENT
There is no denying that the mediatisation of  politics catalysed in political news has transformed into 
a form of  entertainment within the PR State. It has led to a situation whereby the values of  truth and 
integrity have been compromised in favour of  monetary interests. The political concern with image 
has intersected with the corporate fixation on ratings, creating a chaotic PR State with a multitude of  
conflicting interests. Likewise, Tsfati et al. note that increasing satirisation of  politics and politicians 
leads to further divisiveness, threatens media integrity, and decreases public confidence, as “political 
comedy programs present unbalanced and comically extreme information, mock politicians, and 

Truth and integrity have 
been compromised in favour 
of  monetary interests” 

interpret their actions cynically”.9 
Furthermore, the strong clashes 
between varying public figures 
within the media sphere, 
“exaggerate the degree to which 
the other side shares its own 
values... Moral stereotypes about 
an ideological group can be just 
as exaggerated when held by 
ingroup members as by outgroup 
members”.10

Image 117
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The mainstream media’s emphasis on 
the left-wing and right-wing duality is 
admittedly problematic. As to the public 
scrutiny of  public figures, it should be 
remembered that accountability is a 
natural function of  democracy, legally 
enshrined in the doctrine of  the separation 
of  powers in Westminster and Washington 
systems of  government. Politicians would 
have little fear or apprehension to be 
scrutinised by the media when they have 
done no wrong. Likewise, Gackowski Image 218

reminds public figures that “keeping promises should be and seems to be one of  the most important 
aspects of  being a politician… It’s a working assumption – citizens voting is based on promises which 
have been made by politicians during elections”.11 Therefore, the media maintains a vigilant and critical 
watchdog role on governments, more so when satire, comedy, and direct scrutiny are pertinent in the 
mainstream discourse.

MEDIA MANIPULATION, ALTERNATIVE FACTS AND “FAKE 
NEWS”
In recent years, countless news sources have garnered notoriously numerous accusations of  dishonest or 
propagandistic media, particularly from politicians and public figures alike. Such so-called instances of  
dishonesty are believed to be a form of  agenda-setting by the mainstream media, whereby the political 
issue in question is being reported “within an election context… with the hopes of  influencing the 
public”.12 Most recently, proclamations of  “fake news” can be seen in the midst of  political tensions in 
Hong Kong in 2019, with warnings of  China’s alleged use of  fake social media posts to portray pro-
democracy activists as ISIS members and cockroaches.13 Such articles have been utilised and exploited 
by media providers “in aid of  polarising issues”.14

It should be noted that these instances of  public relations mishaps – whether or not they are anticipated 
and accepted by the general public – are consequences of  a capitalistic system fuelled by neoliberalism. 
Brombacher elucidates that such interactions between media publics and practitioners are “not about 
the further development of  knowledge but a power play between different parties where standpoints 
are frequently changed”, particularly during times of  election or general political uncertainty.15 In 
the PR State, the existence of  media “units” and “minders” naturally facilitate a situation where the 
“government’s ability to harness the public affairs capacity to individual public service departments and 
agencies over which ministers exercise control” is prevalent in order to gain political advantage.16

CONCLUSION
The emergence of  the PR State gave rise to a challenging and polarising era for media. However, 
beneath the dramatic façade of  the so-called “fall” of  honesty and integrity in media through an 
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obsession with image and technology, one may not deny the positive outcomes. Globalisation has 
facilitated diversity and opportunity for political involvement through citizen journalism and micro-
blogging. The accountability function of  government has been put to question with the rise of  fake 
news, and although alleged “alternative facts” may be unfortunate, the algorithms brought about 
by technological advances have provided a sound basis for popular sovereignty and public backlash 
against such fabrications. Meanwhile, the threats posed by consumerism and ideological extremism 
have created problems which extend beyond the corporate workings of  the media industry. The media 
conclusively possesses the potential to remain a vital element of  contemporary democracy within the 
PR State, particularly through newly emerging entities of  social and non-mainstream media.
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Swimming Against a Growing Tide: 
Why Democrats in America are Facing a Moment of  Reckoning 

Sanjay Balakumar (International Studies/Law IV)

Sanjay is a fourth-year undergraduate student at UNSW who is passionate about the social, economic and political 
affairs of  the United States. He has just returned from a yearlong exchange at the University of  Maryland, College Park. 

INTRODUCTION
Voters of  the Democratic Party will soon be tasked with choosing their nominee for the 2020 U.S. 
presidential election. While the party is participating in an increasingly progressive level of  discourse 
– fueled by a growing diversity in ideas and personnel – the majority of  their supporters want a more 
moderate agenda.1 These optics indicate that the nomination of  a candidate closer to the political 
centre may be the most pragmatic means for Democrats to achieve electoral success. However, this 
rationale threatens to sow apathy among younger, more progressive minded voters who turned out 
in record numbers during the 2018 midterm elections. Therefore, redefining the party’s values, ideas 
and legislative agenda by nominating a progressive candidate who is engaging voters of  the future 
must be the way forward; despite bearing significant short-term risk.

2018 MIDTERMS AND THE CHANGING FACE OF THE 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
The Democrats are the most diverse they have ever been. This is best exemplified by the party’s results 
in the 2018 midterm elections where they retook control of  the House of  Representatives in part due to 
historic campaigns run by women, minorities and LGBTIQ candidates.2 Sharice Davids, a Democrat 
from Kansas, was one of  two Native American women elected to Congress and – being openly lesbian 
- part of  a “rainbow wave” that saw more LGBTIQ candidates elected to Congress than in any 
previous election.3 Rashida Tlaib and Ilhan Omar became the first Muslim women ever elected to 
the House,4 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez became the youngest woman to ever be elected to Congress,5 
and Ayanna Pressley became the first African-American woman to represent a congressional district 
in Massachusetts.6

This diversity in candidature also produced a diversity in ideas and political identification. Cortez 
and Tlaib identify as democratic socialists and ran on platforms of  universal public healthcare, the 
establishment of  a $15 minimum wage and the abolition of  ICE.7 Congruently, Jared Polis – the first 
openly gay man elected governor in Colorado – ran on a platform of  single payer healthcare, the 
repeal of  the death penalty, universal pre-school access and stronger gun laws.8 The electoral success 
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of  these candidates has enabled the progressive movement to shape broader conversations among 
liberals and shift party discourse more left-of-centre. 

WHY DEMOCRATS SHOULD LISTEN TO YOUNG VOTERS
The recent Democratic presidential primary debates exhibit this shift; having facilitated discussions 
of  proposed progressive reforms like universal public healthcare for both citizens and undocumented 
immigrants, decriminalisation of  border crossings, rehabilitative justice, the Green New Deal, 
forgiving student loan debt and reparations for slave descendants.9 This evinces an effort by some 2020 
candidates to energise the same progressive voters that propelled the aforementioned races in 2018; 
especially the 18-29 demographic where voter turnout increased by 79 percent from 2014.10 Such a 
strategy bears wisdom in capitalising on social movements driven by young people, broadening the 
party’s base and evolving their platform to be more inclusive and socially conscious. Indeed, Gen Z 
and millennial voters are more likely than other age demographics to be for bigger government, view 
racial and ethnic diversity as good for society, hold a positive view of  interracial and same-sex marriage 
and believe that climate change is a result of  human activity.11 

Conversely, some may argue this strategy is ill-advised when observed against the views of  key blocs 
of  Democratic voters. A 2018 Gallup Poll found that the majority of  rank-and-file Democrats and 
left-leaning independents want the party to become more ideologically moderate.12 Minority voting 
attitudes augment this trend: black Democrats are less likely than white Democrats to support a 
‘Medicare for All’ program, find it necessary to hear a candidate’s position on immigration and climate 
change and less inclined to support the legalisation of  abortion.13 An ANES 2018 Pilot Survey also 
found that only 46 percent of  Hispanics believed diversity made America a better place to live in.14 
While minority voters should not be treated as monolithic in their positions, this data demonstrates a 
challenge for Democrats to reconcile the political leanings of  young, old and minority voters within the 
party. However, if  the party seeks to remain relevant and retain a plurality of  voters in years to come, 
they must especially demonstrate their capacity to listen and act upon the concerns of  young Americans. 
This can build trust, loyalty and engagement with the political process that will help Democrats 
capitalise on a changing, more diverse electorate that favours them demographically.15   

Image 1: 
(from left) Ayanna Pressley, 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, 
Rashida Tlaib and Ilhan Omar25
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WHAT THIS MEANS FOR THE 2020 PRIMARY
From a national polling standpoint, former Vice President Joe Biden (27 percent) and Senator Bernie 
Sanders (24 percent) are leading the race (as of  February 2019),16 their ideological differences a visceral 
illustration of  the polarised nature of  the party’s primary process. Biden’s appeal is said to lie in 
his strong polling leads over Trump in Michigan, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania,17 three states that 
flipped the electoral college red in 2016,18 and his strength among African American voters where he 
currently holds a 29 point lead over Sanders nationally.19 These optics make Biden – widely regarded 
as a moderate – seem the more pragmatic choice to reverse the result of  2016 when compared with 
Sanders – a progressive who calls for a “political revolution”.20 This is seen by some as premature given 
that American confidence in the economy is at its highest point in two decades.21

However, a breakdown of  Biden’s support reveals the extent to which the party is reconciling with 
questions of  whether to maintain their current identity or reframe their values, ideas and priorities 
in line with a new generation of  progressive liberals. Among voters under 30, Sanders is polling at 
40 percent compared to 12 percent for Biden.22 Similarly, in the 30-44 age group, Sanders holds 27 
percent support to 22 percent for the former vice president.23 While Biden has a substantial lead with 
Democratic voters over 45,24 it is clear that the next generation are more attuned with the ideas of  a 
progressive candidate like Sanders. Therefore, the embrace of  a moderate politics may be the rational 
approach to overcoming Trump in 2020 but risks stalling the momentum of  rising youth electoral 
participation and alienating young voters who are key to framing the future identity of  the party. This 
is a risk too much to bear for a party that derives strength from galvanizing a diverse coalition of  voters.  

CONCLUSION
To reiterate, Democrats find themselves in an important moment where the progressive discourse of  
the party is at odds with the moderate positions held by some of  their key constituencies. Nominating 
a moderate candidate makes political sense for where the party’s base currently resides on the issues. 
However, this is a strategy that risks jeapordising the Democrat’s future by sidelining the hopes, 
aspirations and activism of  young voters. In light of  this, it is imperative that Democrats see 2020 as an 
opportunity to reshape the party’s values, ideas and legislative agenda. Their future political viability 
may just depend on it. 

Image 2: Joe Biden (Left) and Bernie Sanders (Right)26

“This is a risk too 
much to bear” 
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A Career Politician in a
Technodemocracy: 
No Country for Middlemen

INTRODUCTION
Out with the old, in with the new. Voters across the world are electing candidates with little to no 
prior experience in politics, who present themselves as a more authentic and unfiltered alternative 
to traditional career politicians. Tired of  the aristocratic style of  governance formed by seasoned 
candidates, these inexperienced politicians are a gamble in times of  desperation for change. In the US, 
there was a significant rise in populist thought and distrust for career politicians. France experienced 
the fear of  rising populism, in addition to the collapse of  former President Hollande’s approval rate 
to 4%.1 In Ukraine, it was the years of  political instability set off by the annexation of  Crimea and 
fleeting popularity of  their oligarchical President Poroshenko as demonstrated by a Gallup poll result 
of  9% confidence rating in their government.2 

When electing inexperienced politicians over career politicians, voters must ask themselves: are they 
qualified to run a country? Is anyone and everyone qualified to become a politician? Will their voices 
be heard or silenced?

ORIGINS
The origins of  democratic governance can be traced back to 5th century Athens, where the purpose 
of  a democracy is for every citizen “to be treated equally in regard to the forms of  conduct that 
constitute autonomous democratic participation”.5 As a direct democracy, Athenians initially voted 
on legislations and executive bills as individuals before shifting to a form of  representative democracy 
due to the difficulty of  processing an overwhelming number of  participants. Utilising a representative 
council called the “boule”, members for this council were elected through sortition, similar to our 
jury duty system in Australia. However, despite their democratic values, it still excluded any suffrage 
for women, slaves, and foreigners, whom represented roughly 70% of  the total Athenian population.6 
From this, we can deduce that we’ve never truly achieved a form of  direct democracy, but have rather 
always maintained an aristocracy under the illusion of  representative democracy. 

Harry Jang (Bachelor of  Information Systems II)
Harry is an undergraduate student at UNSW with interest in the current state of  the world. He is passionate about 
political philosophy, languages, music, and technologies in hopes of  using such skills to one day create something of  his own. 
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federal constitution in 1874 granted its people the right to initiate referendums.7 One of  the three types 
of  referendums is an optional referendum in which once a threshold of  50,000 signatures from eligible 
voters are collected within 100 days or requested upon by more than 8 cantons (Cantons act similar 
to states but are more libertarian with their own constitutions and governing processes), the public 
can vote to intervene and potentially veto new legislations and amendments introduced by seated 
politicians.8 However, it should be acknowledged that the population of  Switzerland merely consists 
of  6.25 million eligible voters. In comparison, scaling up would be challenging in a country such as 
India. India has the world’s largest democracy with 900 million eligible voters, and the entire electoral 
process from voting to declaring results took a total of  12 days in the 2019 general election.9 Along with 
the magnitude of  undertaking such a referendum on a frequent basis, Switzerland’s political system is 
largely attributed to their cultural fascination with the humanist movement that define their modern 
ethos on how the government should always value human freedom and serve individuals above all 
else.10 If  accessibility and cultural consensus are the hurdles of  establishing a true direct democracy, 
electronic direct democracy (EDD) seems like a viable solution to better represent our voices. 

EDD
EDD is the utilisation of  electronic devices to provide a direct form of  democracy to electorates. It 
ultimately aims to allow citizens to directly vote upon legislations and amendments without the need 
for representative politicians. Unsurprisingly, Switzerland conducted their first internet-powered 
binding referendum in a commune back in 2003 as an alternative to their preferred method of  postal 
voting.11 Softer systems of  EDD are advocated by Sweden’s “Direktdemokraterna” party via their 
liquid democracy model,12 Australia’s “Senator Online” party via online polling,13  and Italy’s “Five 
Star Movement” Party via their Rousseau website platform.14 This method has already been adopted 
within the US House of  Representatives. Unlike the US Senate with 100 members, a standard “Voice 
Call” in the House with its 435 voting members mirrors the issue of  inefficiency that the Athenians 
experienced. Through a common voting process of  “Yea or Nay Vote”, the members of  the House 
vote on resolutions using an electronic device. This method was recently used to impeach President 

DIRECT DEMOCRACY 
IN THE REAL WORLD
Historically, there has been a trade-off 
between efficiency and representation in 
direct and representative democracy. To 
achieve timely consensus, these systems 
have always favoured representative 
democracy, due to how incredibly 
inefficient hosting a direct democracy 
would be. The closest attempt at 
establishing a direct democracy in 
the modern world can be credited to 
Switzerland, whom in changes to their 

Image 1. Donald J. Trump delivering his acceptance speech upon being 
declared as the new President-elect after the 2016 US presidential election. 
Trump entered office in 2017 with no prior experience in politics, the first 
of  which since Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1953.3
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Trump on 18th of  December, 2019.15, 16 Hence, a form 
of  EDD already exists within the House, proving that 
such system is already approved within high-levels of  
government. 

For first-world countries, the next few decades seem 
like the prime time to adopt a technodemocracy as we 
enter late-stage capitalism, witness the strengthening 
of  foreign authoritarian figures, and having achieved 
a reasonable level of  voting rights for any citizen 
above the age of  18. In what would be an increased 
decentralisation of  the government, the establishment 
of  EDDs require four milestones: (1) reliable access to 
internet, (2) protection of  voter identity, (3) sponsors of  
the system within the current government, and (4) high 
level of  cybersecurity against foreign interference.17 
The latter has been the subject of  the Russian 
interference in the 2016 US Elections which hints at 
a major national security risk for future presidential 
campaigns to disseminate misinformation and breach 
sensitive databases for political dirt.18 Regardless of  
foreign interference, rigorous questioning over the 
integrity of  every election outcome will most likely be 
a continuous trend moving forward. There has never 
been a more perfect time to shift all resources from 
archaic forms of  casting ballots to establishing and 
maintaining EDDs, especially when our last double 
dissolution in 2016 costed the Australian government 
$286M just to seat representatives.19

SO, SHOULD WE DO IT?
Despite this need for improvements, should a system of  
direct democracy be adopted? The implementation of  
an EDD would essentially render most representative 
politicians useless as legislations and amendments are 
directly ratified by voters. Along with the removal 
of  the modern boule, Plato raised his concerns with 
“the wisdom of  many”, presenting the possibility 
of  electoral results as being heavily influenced by 
a demagogue with majoritarian ideologies. These 
concerns were exemplified in the Brexit referendum in 

“There has 
never been a 
more perfect 
time.” 
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June 2016, resulting in favour of  the Leave campaign. Many critics argue as to why such an important 
decision was left to the general public who were mostly misinformed and not versed in politics. This 
argument would suggest that there is a level of  qualification for a politician, where not all voices are 
equal. “Should the United Kingdom remain a member of  the European Union or leave the European 
Union?” – The question presented to the voters on the ballot paper. Were all voters aware of  the 
processes and repercussions of  both options before deciding?

While this could contend as a critical argument against the implementation of  a direct democracy, 
as long as abstaining from a vote is an option and free speech remains intact such conflict would 
most likely reside between activists, fighting to win support from those who plan to abstain or are 
undecided through caucus-like events and frequent debates. When a majority arises, it performs the 
due processes of  a direct democracy more so than a majoritarian one. As a review from The Economist 
for Mancur Olson Jr’s The Logic of  Collective Action states: “a large group with a common interest does 
not automatically give rise to collective action”.20

From a technical aspect, a democratic system that solely relies on technology may be susceptible to 
electoral fraud due to the absence of  paper trails and transparency as a result of  maintaining voter 
privacy. The Italian “Five Star Movement” party’s Rousseau website platform had its own former 
party members question “the validity of  the nomination processes for general election candidates and 
the integrity of  the secret ballot”.21 Such concerns were also demonstrated in Norway’s failed e-voting 
trials along with the use of  fake votes in France.22 23 

As of  writing this article, the 2020 Iowa Democratic Caucuses demonstrated critical flaws of  a 
smartphone-powered vote counting application, further weakening the public’s confidence in 
digitalizing the electoral system. It is important to keep in mind that the cause of  this catastrophe lies 
on the Iowa Democratic Party for outsourcing app development to Shadow Inc, who refused to vet 
or test their app despite being offered to do so by the cybersecurity division of  the US Department of  

Image 2. Volodymyr Zelensky emerging victorious in the 2019 
Ukrainian presidential elections by a landslide. The comedian once 
played as a Ukrainian president on TV. 4
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Homeland Security.24 Similar troubles occurred during the 2012 Republican Iowa Caucuses involving 
a web application called “ORCA”, where Romney was initially declared to have prevailed, only to 
be corrected two-weeks later that Santorum beat Romney by a narrow 38 votes despite the 8 missing 
precinct reports never being accounted for.25 26 27 To combat this, both Republicans and Democrats 
utilized an app developed by Microsoft for their 2016 Iowa Caucuses with mild success, only having 
trouble managing traffic to their Republican website for a brief  amount of  time.28 29 30 Hopefully this 
does not discourage the public from adopting electronic forms of  voting, especially when e-voting in 
countries such as Brazil, although not completely safe like all electronics and ballot boxes, has yet to 
face electoral fraud ever since they developed the system in 1996.31 32 This incident at the 2020 Iowa 
Democratic Caucus should rather serve as a cautionary lesson rather than an outright condemnation 
of  digitalizing any form of  the electoral system. Regardless, a healthy dose of  scepticism remains 
essential in maintaining the integrity of  any democratic system, just not an overreaction. 

CONCLUSION
The EDD is a drastic overhaul of  our current system that has many hurdles to overcome, but it is 
moments like this that makes us wonder whether if  we will be able to continue sustaining such a fragile 
governance system that we call democracy. Representative democracy is a chance at change, while 
direct democracy guarantees change. For politicians, these seats in the government are their jobs and 
to keep their jobs, they must use their Machiavellian ways to keep it, irrelevant of  what the people 
demand. Regardless of  whether and how technology could be used to provide EDD, by democratizing 
the governing system to its fullest extent, there is no longer a need for representatives: no need for 
politicians in a technodemocracy, only a clear voice. 
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Peppered and dotted with stories of  tragedy and sadness, the Kashmir conflict is certainly a grey 
area within Asia-Pacific affairs. A tale woven between two nations, India and Pakistan, where both 
nation states claim that the Jammu and Kashmir state belongs to their own nation, has become open 
war ground. Major and minor powers have utilised the Kashmir conflict to exert their military and 
economic power. The concerning original states have mirrored this action, utilising their status as 
nuclear powers to threaten one another. 

However, the very heart of  the Kashmir conflict is not just the politics surrounding the potential 
independence of  the Kashmir state. It is more so the humanitarian conflict, where young families and 
children have been used as pawns in the chess game that is international relations. The global society 
has heard news reports of  children who have been caught in the crossfire of  political and military 
blows. However, their names are quickly forgotten, in favour of  documenting reports on the political 
claims made by both nations directly and indirectly implicated within the Kashmir conflict. A lack 
of  recognition by the international media has allowed the dire humanitarian crisis at the heart of  the 
Kashmir conflict to be overshadowed by an international game of  political grandstanding. 

ASIFA BANO: SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIM TURNED POLITICAL 
TOOL 
Let us examine one of  the many humanitarian crises that have been discarded for politics in the 
Kashmir conflict. The 2018 sexual assault of  eight year old Asifa, a girl from a Muslim nomadic tribe 
in Kashmir, demanded the attention of  the international media to place importance on the ongoing 
humanitarian crisis in Kashmir, rather than its politics. In the wake of  the attack, international 
media outlets documented the sexual assault of  Asifa widely. The BBC observed that “newspapers in 
Srinagar, the capital city located in the Kashmir valley, carried the story on their front pages.”1 The 
humanitarian crisis then briefly became the main crisis of  the Kashmir conflict. However, within a 
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couple of  days the international media retreated, and turned its attention once more to the political 
crisis. 

One can agree that the political crisis centred in Kashmir is important; however, what of  the 
humanitarian crisis? Asifa was a sexual assault victim, assaulted by the Indian police force and militants. 
Within a couple of  days, she had been reduced to a political tool, thrown back and forth between India 
and Pakistan, in the midst of  nuclear and political threats. Dibyesh Anand, Associate Professor in 
International Relations at the University of  Westminster, clearly reiterates this point of  view, stating, “it 
was not a major news story right away…in recent days, the Justice for Asifa campaign has transformed 
into a countrywide movement.”2 Anand’s observation demonstrates the clear manipulation of  the 
media. The pure, humanitarian view of  Asifa’s case is hijacked, and her trauma is turned into a tool 
to encourage the game of  messy politics between India and Pakistan. As such, Asifa’s case is simply 
one of  many humanitarian crises which have been reduced to mere political tools, and is no longer the 
tragedy of  a child caught in the middle of  political crossfire. 

HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH: PERHAPS A GLIMMER OF HOPE IN 
THE DARKNESS OF THE KASHMIR CONFLICT?
NGOs and media organisations find themselves in an integral position within the Kashmir conflict, 
notwithstanding questionable moves that these organisations have made in the past. Nonetheless, 
Human Rights Watch is one of  the few NGOs that is paying close attention to the human rights abuses 
that are occurring in the Kashmir region. A article published by Human Rights Watch states “the 
Indian government dismissed [Office of  the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights] report as a 
‘false and motivated narrative’ that ignored ‘the core issue of  cross-border terrorism.’”3 The publishing 
of  the report, and its immediate rejection by both the Indian and Pakistani governments, is yet another 
demonstration of  the ignorance that both governments portray in their conflict. This double rejection 
furthermore demonstrates the core values of  the respective governments -both are willing to cast aside 
innocent lives, caught in the crossfire of  the frayed relations between India and Pakistan. 

Asifa’s case was also documented by Human Rights Watch, who stated, “local authorities often try and 
protect powerful perpetrators, pressing victims to withdraw complaints.”4 The fractured victims of  
the Kashmir conflict, caught in the political crossfire between India and Pakistan, have not only been 
ignored by their respective federal governments, but have also been pressured to silence their voice for 
fear of  political repercussions. Innocent victims stand by and let the waves of  political and military 
blows create chaos, whilst the fundamental and underlying aspect of  the Kashmir conflict remains 
hidden from the media’s eyes. Once again, the Kashmir conflict proves itself  to be a means through 
which India and Pakistan can demonstrate their power. This demonstration has led to the increased 
deterioration of  the humanitarian crisis within the media’s eyes. 

MILITANCY: TO PROTECT OR SHUN?
An intriguing viewpoint of  the Kashmir conflict lies within the use of  militant forces. Militant forces, 
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whilst employed by the state to protect its citizens from uprisings and crises, interestingly have been 
used to provoke and shun the voices of  the innocent bystanders caught within the political blows of  
the Kashmir conflict. In shunning these voices, it becomes evident that the conflict at the heart of  the 
war between India and Pakistan, the humanitarian crisis, is largely ignored in favour of  documenting 
which local or regional actor will throw what military or political blow.

In saying this, the 2018 Sunjuwan attack, spearheaded by Pakistani militants, did draw in a global 
audience of  concern and distress. Clearly a humanitarian crisis had occurred. However, it is worth 
mentioning that a possible reason why the audience grew in size, in comparison to the other attacks 
that had occurred, that were mostly of  a larger and more dire size, was because of  the death of  6 
soldiers, and injuries sustained on another 14 soldiers. Is it even possible to countenance the thought 
that the only reason why there was a greater reaction to the Sunjuwan attack, in contrast with other 
attacks in the same time period and region, was because of  the death of  soldiers? Without attacking 
the fundamental objective of  militant forces within the Kashmir conflict, is it possible that the attack 
would not have received as much coverage if  only civilians had been heartlessly murdered? The military 
remains one of  the most powerful departments in both the Indian and Pakistani governments. While 
the deaths of  individuals who make up this department are used to make moves in the international 
political game of  chess, the heart and core of  the humanitarian crisis, the Kashmir region, is once 
again cast aside.

CONCLUSION
Undeniably, the media is an important tool within the Kashmir conflict. However, whether it has been 
used in the most productive and thought-provoking way remains to be seen. Whether or not the media 
decides to act on this, let us, the audience, not forget that at the heart of  the Kashmir conflict in the 
present day is not a political, economic or military war, but a humanitarian crisis, where real families, 
young people, children, and real lives are at stake. 
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Ethical consumption is a growing industry in the free trade market. An increasingly complex and 
co-dependent global economy continues to see the rise of  certification schemes which represent an 
alternative to the free trade system by leveraging a new interconnectedness of  global producers and 
consumers. As consumers become more aware of  labour injustices and economic inequities, the 
desire to make the market work to alleviate these issues grows. Marketing plays a role,1 facilitating 
an “intimate” relationship between the consumer and a smiling producer on the back of  a packet; 
legitimacy in the form of  a “certified” logo adds authenticity to the product.2 A moral economy, an 
economics of  virtue. But, how close are consumers and producers really? How is power transferred in 
ethical consumption? 

ALTRUISM AND CONSUMER-PRODUCER RELATIONSHIPS
The ‘coffee paradox’ is no joke.3 The phenomenon refers to a coffee boom in consuming countries, and a coffee 

crisis in producing countries. For producing countries, many still have producer populations living in poverty, 

indicating downstream benefits are not significant enough to drastically improve producer livelihoods. While 

ethical consumption value chains have existed for many decades, their impact can be difficult to measure. 

Many of  the consumers of  certified goods reside in the global north and producers in the global south continue 

to live in poverty.4 Upgrading products in the global south can include producers utilising ethical certification 

schemes to obtain better economic and social opportunities though premiums,5 access to guaranteed floor 

prices, access to farmer associations or small producer organisations, and higher prices for coffee at the farm 

gate. Agricultural supply chains, such as coffee value chains, are largely buyer-driven,6 meaning that the demand 

for the supply chain generally is instigated by consumers. 

In Fairtrade value chains, Fairtrade International governs production and sale relationships at producer, 
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trader, and exporter levels. However, Fairtrade 

International does not produce the products that 

it brands as “ethical”, mimicking a buyer driver 

value chain.7 Inherently, buyer driven value chains 

destabilise equitable participation in value chains 

because buyers can influence demand by “voting 

with their wallet”. Recent revisions of  global value 

chain theory reflect the need to reconsider power 

in value chains 8, both vertically and horizontally, 

to better address inconsistencies in power sharing. 

However, what the literature severely lacks is a focus 

on producer empowerment through downstream 

value chain knowledge sharing. The literature reflects a weighted view of  consumption knowledge over 

production knowledge; that is, a focus on how consumers gather knowledge about value chains but lacking a 

focus on how producers gain knowledge of  value chains after production occurs. 

It is suggested that ethical consumers can bring about social change in individual consumption decisions,9 

and revisions to theory also detail how consumers may also collectively create space for social change.10 In 

this context, to empower consumers to make informed decisions , more value chain knowledge is shared with 

and gathered by lead firms and consumers than with producers. The empowerment of  consumers involves 

removing constraints that may reduce the capability for consumers to choose.11 This capability to choose is 

often informed by knowledge of  market offerings, understanding of  retail products, and the ability to search 

for more information.12

This enables consumers to make a purchase that they consider fair and ethical, if  that is what they value, 

and empowers them to mobilise in participation of  certified value chains. As a result, consumers feel more 

connected to producers and are affected by “commodified altruism”,13 a marketing technique used to enhance 

purchasing power by authenticating the ethics behind how and why consumers have chosen a product. Despite 

the opportunity for consumers to participate more in ethical value chains, certification does not always benefit 

producers in practice.14

POWER AND KNOWLEDGE IN VALUE CHAINS
There are continued inequities in ethical value chains that disempower producers. The consumer-
producer relationship, which in buyer-driven value chains is already inequitable, is disrupted by 
complex power relationships that some value chain theory does not account for. The evolution of  
power in value chains is complex. Power is distributed vertically and horizontally, and within the 
concept of  “power” exists different ways of  exerting and performing power relations. The most 
obvious power relationship in Fairtrade consumer contexts is the ability that consumers have to select 
products that best meet their wants and needs. Power exists for small producers through small producer 
organisations with a focus on capacity strengthening and breaking down institutional barriers to market 

1: Author’s own
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access.15 The most commonly discussed 
notion of  power within the context of  
small producer organisations is uneven 
bargaining power; a common issue 
that Fairtrade aims to address through 
increasing institutional representation 
of  producers through small producer 
organisations. However, it would appear 
that there are other discrepancies in 
power, such as the transfer of  knowledge, 
that the value chain fails to address.16

One key concern identified from initial 
research in the Gayo Highlands in North Sumatra, Indonesia,17 is the lack of  knowledge shared 
downstream to producers by lead firms in value chains about the end retail product market and 
producers’ processed coffee product. Of  22 small producer organisations, only three could identify 
countries their processed product retailed in.18 Arguably, due to these downstream value chain failures, 
the lack of  producer knowledge of  end of  chain product information destabilises power equity between 
producers, consumers and lead firms because greater knowledge is retained by upstream value chain 
firms. The lack of  agency experienced by small producer organisations in navigating this knowledge 
indicates that this knowledge is not co-created and may limit the growth of  the resource portfolio 
that small producer organisations can draw on.19 Incongruently, geographical indication of  Gayo 
Highlands produced coffee and certification adds value to the product in a retail space and is marketed 
to consumers. Consumers purchasing end of  value chain retail coffee know that they are purchasing 
Gayo origin coffee that has been certified ethical by Fairtrade standards, accessing knowledge about 
product source. This incongruence could be attributed to the many intermediaries who upgrade or 
value add throughout the upstream value chain process, with each of  these actors exerting knowledge 

2: Author’s own

“This knowledge may limit the 
growth of  the resource portfolio that 
small producer organisations can 
draw on.” 
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control as a part of  their power, however further 
value chain analysis would be needed to confirm 
this. At the moment, these intermediaries may delay 
or retain knowledge that could inform agricultural 
practices for small producer organisations such 
as consumer demands, trends, and marketing 
priorities including the opening of  new and niche 
markets.

CONQUERING THE 
PRODUCER-CONSUMER 
POWER DIVIDE
It is important to recognise that knowledge sharing 
in value chains can empower all actors and firms 
along the way to make better production, processing, 
and consuming decisions. Understanding how a 
product is produced clearly has an immense impact 
on consumer markets to lead to the establishment 
of  many types of  certification systems worldwide. It 
is these institutions that have a greater role to play 
in assisting downstream value chain knowledge 
sharing to ensure producers can access the most 
accurate information possible. At the moment, this 
type of  knowledge is primarily shared upstream to 
consumers who are, by comparison, well informed 
about the types of  products they are selecting. In 
imagining this, we could describe this as utilising 

“Understanding 
how a product is 
produced clearly 
has an immense 
impact on consumer 
markets.” 

strategic coupling in a way that not only links producer expertise with global market demand, but 
relays information about global market consumption to producers. One potential area of  growth 
for this kind of  knowledge sharing could be the application of  financial technology to increase the 
transparency of  the value chain for producers.

It may not seem significant or necessary to encourage downstream knowledge sharing of  consumer 
markets to producers, but empowerment through value chain knowledge could assist producers and 
producer organisations to make better informed production decisions, including investment of  the 
Fairtrade premium into particular training programs. As institutional vehicles for Fairtrade producers, 
co-operatives should be given the power to understand their positioning within a value chain. 
Improving producer knowledge of  value chains and retail markets can improve their bargaining power 
and positioning within value chains. The improvement here is greater choice for producers: a choice to 
utilise retailing market information for negotiating purposes and a choice to utilise consumer demand 
or taste to decide on priorities for premium investment and agricultural inputs.
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The Brexit Paradox: 
How the British Withdrawal Empowers the 
European Union 

The unexpected result of  the 2016 European Union membership referendum left the whole world 
shocked. What started out as a domestic ploy by a prime minister trying to consolidate power, developed 
into a fully-fledged international crisis. Some commentators even went as far as proclaiming the end 
of  the European Union, prophesizing that Brexit would set off a domino effect, ultimately culminating 
in the implosion of  the EU.1 Three years and two British governments later, no nation dared to follow 
the trail the United Kingdom blazed. Even the UK itself, deadlocked in negotiations, remains a 
formal member state. While this fear has been averted, the threat of  an ever more likely “Hard” 
Brexit looms over Europe. The economic impact could be the final straw for Europe’s struggling 
economies - most notably Germany, which is already on the brink of  recession.2 Nevertheless, there 
is a case to be made for why the British withdrawal actually has a rejuvenating effect on the EU.3 

Constrained by inadequate institutional design, “muddling through” is the EU’s primary mode of  
decision-making. In the light of  the contemporary ‘polycrisis,’ this modus operandi has proven to be 
insufficient for crisis management. The departure of  the UK provides the EU with much needed 
breathing space and enhances its institutional capabilities. Whether this window of  opportunity is 
seized to conduct structural reforms remains open for speculation.

AN ILL-FATED RELATIONSHIP 
Not least due to centuries-old animosity, Great Britain stood aloof  while the European project was 
forged. The offer to co-establish the emerging European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957 was 
dismissed. Only when the British economy started to stagnate shortly afterwards, as opposed to the 
thriving economies of  France and Germany, did the UK apply for membership - only to be promptly 
rejected twice by Gaullist France. Following de Gaulle’s departure, the UK finally joined the EEC in 
1975 after an unambiguous referendum. However, the country remained uneasy about a European 
Project, which took an increasingly political turn.4  Eventually, the poor handling of  the European debt 
crisis and refugee crisis fuelled simmering Eurosceptic sentiments, ultimately pressuring the British to 
conduct the fateful 2016 referendum.5 
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The European Union faces a ‘polycrisis’ ‘Brexit’ is 
only one facet of  the “polycrisis” that encumbers 
the EU. Starting with the European debt crisis, the 
EU entered a period of  instability. The European 
refugee crisis only exacerbated tensions between 
member states. Moreover, the EU is confronted 
with a regression into ’illiberal democracy’ in 
Central Eastern Europe and an ongoing conflict 
with Russia in Ukraine. Member states are pitted 
against each other on several issues as diverse as 
fiscal, monetary, migration, legal, foreign, and 
security policy. Resolving this “polycleavage” 
through a single “great bargain” is unattainable.6 

This condition is further amplified by the 
institutional design of  the EU. Not only does it 
possess a federal multi-level system of  governance 
with many veto players, its decision-making style 
is also predominantly consensus-oriented. This 
frequently leads to suboptimal lowest common 
denominator policies, thereby constituting a so-
called “Joint-Decision Trap”.7 However, lacking 
inherent legitimacy due to the absence of  direct 
government elections and a common European 
identity, the EU is only able to derive legitimacy 
by directly improving the welfare of  its citizens.8 

As both strategies to attain legitimacy failed, it 
is no surprise that the British public with their 
historical animosity chose to opt-out for good. 

A NEW CODE OF CONDUCT 
Although Europe has entered a moment of  
relative calm, resurgent crises and the threat 
of  a “Hard” Brexit loom over the continent. 
As member states still struggle to find common 
ground, the EU remains ill-equipped to tackle 
those challenges. Needless to say, increasing 
the responsive capabilities of  the EU’s main 
intergovernmental organ should be a priority. 
This implies extending Qualified Majority Voting 
to key policy areas such as foreign and security 
policy in the Council of  the European Union.9 

Several commentators, such as the incumbent 
French president, also advocate the idea of  a 
multi-speed Europe.10 Flexible integration is not 
a new concept. The EU framework includes the 
possibility to opt-out from new rules and the 
method of  enhanced cooperation, which allows 
member states to integrate deeper in areas within 
the EU framework. In the latter case, the European 
Commission and non-participating states have 
considerable veto rights. Additionally, member 
states retain the ability to conclude international 
treaties outside of  the EU framework.11 However, 
a multi-speed Europe could exacerbate existing 
cleavages. It could lead to a scenario in which 
a federalised ‘core Europe’ would exist vis-à-vis 
a second class of  peripheral members. This risk 
is particularly relevant if  European integration is 
conducted via international treaties: Agreements 
between member states outside of  the European 
legal framework such as the Schengen Agreement 
of  1985, which led to the gradual abolishment of  
internal borders between signatory states. Due to 
disagreements it was only signed by five of  the 
then ten members large European Economic 
Community and was only incorporated into 
EU law in 1999. Unlike enhanced cooperation 
however, treaties outside of  the EU framework 
lack accountability and transparency, as they 
do not require permission by the European 
institutions and observer status for third-party 
member states. Gostyńska-Jakubowska and 

“Resurgent crises 
and the threat of  a 
“Hard” Brexit loom 
over the continent.” 
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Odendahl suggest that resolving this 
issue would require the establishment 
of  a legal framework to regulate treaties 
between EU member states. Within this 
framework, third party member states 
would be given observer status in the 
negotiations on any treaties. Any such 
treaties could also include an expiry 
date, allowing them to be invalidated 
if  they fail to be incorporated into 
the EU framework before that date.12 

Nevertheless, simply restoring the 
output legitimacy of  the EU remains 
a band-aid solution. Its resilience can 
only be strengthened if  its democratic foundations are promoted. A more deliberative approach is 
necessary to create intrinsic legitimacy. Improving what Schmidt calls policymaking ‘with the people’ 
would require reforms towards more transparency, accountability and inclusiveness.13 A concrete 
proposal brought forward by Cengiz calls for more direct public participation. Legitimacy could be 
created by reforming the European Commission’s decision-making process to include citizen panels 
engaging in a consultation process with interest groups.14 Other proposals stress the importance of  civil-
society actors. Their position could be improved by promoting cooperations between organisations 
and institutionalising their incorporation in the policymaking process.15 

IMPLICATIONS FOR EUROPEAN INTEGRATION 
‘Brexit’ will not only affect the EU economically but bears severe implications for European integration 
as well. While a ‘Brexit-induced’ recession could certainly empower extremist parties with Eurosceptic 
views, it could also represent a unique chance for the European project. Two developments enable this 
window of  opportunity. On the one hand, ‘Brexit’ caused a notable shift in public opinion. The EU’s 
approval rating has surged, which caused Eurosceptic parties to adopt a more reformist stance towards 
the EU.16 On the other hand, the UK’s withdrawal will make policymaking in the EU smoother. In 
the European Parliament, the British Conservative Party has chosen to enter the Eurosceptic ECR 
parliament group instead of  aligning itself  with most other major European centre-right parties in the 
more moderate EPP. Additionally, hard Euroscepticism is also represented in the form of  the Brexit 
Party. Therefore, the end of  British representation will tilt the institution towards a more reform-
oriented stance. 

In the Council of  the European Union, a British departure will increase the likelihood of  unanimity 
voting. Being isolated in 12.3 percent of  all votes between 2009 and 2015, the UK exhibits by far 
the most controversial voting pattern in the consensus-oriented institution.17 The predominance of  
the Franco-German axis vis-à-vis smaller member states will increase even further. In fear of  being 

Image: H. Leung , ‘Banksy’s Brexit Mural Has Disappeared From the Side of  a 
U.K. Building’ in Time, 26 August 2019, Banksy, https://time.com/5661254/
banksy-brexit-mural-disappears-dover-uk/ (accessed 20 September 2019). 
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marginalized, new alliances have been forged to thwart this development. The “New Hanseatic 
League” is the most notable example. This group of  mostly Northern European member states was 
designed to counteract the withdrawal of  the UK, which has thus far been the leading proponent of  
fiscal conservatism.18 Additionally, the departure of  the UK, the largest member state not part of  the 
Eurozone, will elevate the bargaining power of  Eurozone members. Without the UK, non-members 
will not able to create a “blocking minority” in the intergouvernemental council and can therefore be 
overruled by a united Eurozone vote.19 Increasingly isolated “euro-outs” could feel increased pressure 
to adopt the Euro.20 

WILL EUROPE SEIZE THE MOMENT? 
Ultimately, the impact of  Brexit will be determined by two developments: on the one hand, the UK’s 
performance outside of  the EU; on the other hand, whether the EU is able to conduct structural 
reforms and overcome its systemic flaws.21 The withdrawal of  the UK has increased public support for 
the EU. Simultaneously, the number of  institutional veto players has been reduced. The appointment of  
Commission President von der Leyen can be regarded as a setback in this endeavour. Decisively backed 
by the Eurosceptic Visegrád Group,22 the new Commission’s agenda includes ambitious projects like a 
European Green Deal but remains vague and incremental in regard to European policy.23 Therefore, 
new impulses are likely to originate from member states directly – more specifically from a Franco-
German “great bargain”. Although the German administration under chancellor Merkel rejected most 
of  the French proposals, the upcoming German federal parliament elections in 2021 could alter the 
German response significantly. Polling head-on-head with the centre-right CDU, the Greens, persistent 
advocates of  a “Federal Europe,” are likely to become a major force in the next administration.24 In 
France, Macron’s re-election in 2022 is relatively likely despite low approval ratings. Without a strong, 
moderate contender, the incumbent president is likely to face the far-right Rassemblement National again 
– a party rejected categorically by the majority of  the French voters.25 Therefore, the first Franco-
German consultations after the 2021 federal elections will constitute a critical juncture, that are likely 
to decide whether a paradigm shift in European policymaking is to emerge or not. 
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INTRODUCTION
Since its inception, Hollywood has functioned as a discursively reflective and influential entity to 
both illuminate and reinforce pejorative misrepresentations of  Afro-American identity. This influence 
has significantly amplified the U.S.’ existing, multi-generational record of  Afro-American oppression, 
marginalisation and commodification. 

America’s racial hierarchy hasn’t simply sustained itself. Rather, it has been maintained by a host of  
institutions with a vested interest in preserving the contemporary cultural status-quo.1 Central to this 
effort has been Hollywood, who have retained an intimate and influential relationship with how white 
America constructs race and interprets “the other”.

Although often obscured, Hollywood’s centrality within the construction of  racial discourse isn’t lost 
on filmmaker Jordan Peele. Peele’s Get Out reframes Hollywood as an industry that’s more than happy 
to engage in cultural intervention as long as its perceived artistic, cultural and political prestige stands 
to benefit. 

Hollywood maintains widespread domestic appeal by pushing existing ethnic hierarchies and familiar 
racial structures upon its mostly Caucasian audience. When exported as America’s premiere cultural 
product, awareness of  this heavy racialisation seems lost in our culturally hegemonic unipolar world 
that continues to accept, if  not worship, tough, steely-tongued American bravado. 

It is this subtle perpetuation of  hierarchical racial structures that is powerfully illuminated by Peele’s 
Get Out and its repeated allusions to Frantz Fanon’s writing. Slyly critiquing the very medium that 
the film utilises, Peele challenges White America’s subjugation of  ethnic minorities, a practice that 
remains deeply embedded in the backbone of  American showbusiness.
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HOLLYWOOD’S DARK HISTORY OF RACIAL 
MISREPRESENTATION
We can trace Hollywood’s projection of  racist attitudes and coercion of  unformed attitudes back to 
the very origins of  American filmmaking. In the early-20th century, prior to Hollywood’s meteoric rise, 
bigotry and blackface dominated popular entertainment. Minstrel shows, the most prominent pre-
Hollywood entertainment medium,2 would narrate the “large-lipped, ragged-costumed absurdity [of  
Afro-Americans]”,3 and limit Afro-American identity to several simplified, derogatory caricatures.4 
Observing minstrelsy’s success and cultural capital, Hollywood took note and appropriated. 

Racialised narratives quickly became a defining feature of  Hollywood’s early success,5 exemplified 
by D.W. Griffith’s 1915 racist epic Birth of  a Nation.6 Promoted “as a sensation and [becoming] one”,7 
Griffith manipulated Reconstruction-era sentiment to successfully advocate for the return of  the 
K.K.K.8 Exploiting the racial hysteria of  the era,9 the film paraded white actors in blackface acting 
sexually aggressively towards white women.10 Bolstering already-dominant stereotypes of  male Afro-
Americans as “terrifying”, “savage” and possessing uncontrollable sexual urges,11 the film was able 
to construct a “culture of  fear” surrounding “out-of-control” Afro-American men.12 Reflecting and 
encouraging racist tropes, Griffith’s film was the first in a long line of  Hollywood releases that actively 
directed vitriolic blame towards Afro-Americans.14 

Although some white audiences viewed Afro-Americans depicted on-screen with pity, similar to the 
guardedly sympathetic conceptions of  the “mysterious Oriental other”,15 their sympathy was often only 
extended as long as “blacks [were being] kept in their place”.16 This discourse of  racialised sympathy, 
just as harmful as overt incarnations of  racism,17 has matured to the point of  resembling today’s “white 
saviour industrial complex”.18 Although sympathetic, the implied racial hierarchy at the heart of  this 
discourse endures as a fundamental danger to “the potential [of  Afro-Americans] to resist and lead 
themselves”.19

Sadly, this history of  structural oppression remains alive and well today. Hollywood, through its 
collection of  affiliated cultural and corporate institutions, continues to perpetuate a culture of  systemic 
white-washing,20 and champions false narratives of  a supposed post-racial or post-colonial America.21 

Image 1: J. Rogers, Untitled, 2017, Painting, 1440x960, 
in Vanity Fair’s “In Jordan Peele’s Gripping ‘Get Out’, 
“Humanity Is the Monster””, https://www.vanityfair.com/
hollywood/2017/02/jordan-peele-get-out 
https://media.vanityfair.com/
photos/58a706a173f47a265c03fd44/master/
w_1600%2Cc_limit/get-out-art-ss03.jpg.
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These narratives couldn’t be further from the truth: modern American society, for many minority 
groups, closely resembles an extractive colonial enterprise.22

Hollywood has extended superficial olive branch after superficial olive branch in an attempt to placate 
criticism. “New Hollywood” leapt upon the burgeoning “Blaxploitation” genre in the early-70s.23 
Advertised as a symbol of  their newfound embrace of  Afro-American art, the underlying motivation 
in fact lay with the genre’s tantalising financial returns.24 Furthermore, although early “Blaxploitation” 
releases certainly embodied an “act of  resistance” and “self-actualisation” for a generation of  
disenfranchised Black men,25 Hollywood gradually reengineered the genre. Playing on notions of  
black violence and “white female vulnerability to black male sexuality”,26 Hollywood’s Blaxploitation 
releases began to provide “a convenient excuse for white men to reassert their control over black 
bodies”.27 

In fairness, the quantitative representation achieved by early Blaxploitation releases cannot be 
overlooked.28 However, the potency with which it solidified negative stereotypes of  Afro-Americans 
within the minds of  white America remains, far and above, the lasting legacy of  the genre. Beyond its 
direct influence, the genre also exemplified Hollywood’s ability to promote themselves as incubators of  
diverse filmography whilst, in reality, maintaining an iron-clad grip on the status-quo racial dynamics 
of  mainstream American entertainment.

Although quick to champion their support of  Blaxploitation’s “artistic autonomy” or the growing “black 
presence”,  systemic Afro-American under-casting and underselling remains rife in Hollywood.29, 30 
After all has been said and done, their succession of  empty gestures hasn’t signalled “the arrival of  a 
post-racial Hollywood anymore than the election of  Barack Obama [spelt] the end of  America’s 400 
year old racial drama”.31

JORDAN PEELE’S FILMIC FIGHTBACK
In the midst of  this, Peele has begun using arms of  these power structures against the institution from 
which they rely. Jordan Peele’s 2017 thriller Get Out offers a powerful critique of  Hollywood’s portrayal 

“Systemic Afro-American under-
casting and underselling remains 
rife in Hollywood.” 
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of  Afro-American identity.32 The film also delves into the context surrounding this misrepresentation: 
the dispossession, trauma and fear embedded in the Afro-American experience of  today’s America. 
Poignantly, Peele distilled his artistic objective as being to reveal the horrifying reality that “no matter 
how hard we scream, the system silences us”.33 Replacing ghosts and ghouls with political allegory and 
biting social commentary, Peele’s work exposes 21st century America as a horror unto itself.

This article will explore two of  Peele’s primary critiques: America’s determination of  what constitutes 
a “black body” and the enduring legacies of  violence, othering and disempowerment that continue to 
flourish in contemporary America. However, this paper will also confront the arguably insurmountable 
socio-political obstacles, maintained by Hollywood’s enormous institutional influence, that undermine 
Peele’s activism.

WHITE AMERICA’S OWNERSHIP OF THE AFRO-AMERICAN 
BODY
Reflecting Walter Benjamin’s contention that film’s purpose is “to reveal guilt and point out the 
guilty”,34 Peele firmly casts white America as the guilty party in Get Out. Challenging the prevalence 
of  white actors and defying Hollywood’s infamous “underselling [of  films] with diverse leads and 
casts” ,35 Peele’s deliberately diverse casts develop rich narratives that tackle white America’s ongoing 
ownership of  the black body.

In Get Out, the film’s Afro-American lead, Chris, is unwittlingly led by his white girlfriend, Rose, 
to her parents’ house for a “party”. Symbolising the nasty intersection of  wealth accumulation in 
a racialised America, Peele depicts the “unthinkable live auctioning of  [Chris]” to be mentally co-
inhabited by Rose’s profiteering parents’ aging white friends.36 Positioning this “slave bingo auction” 
in our supposedly liberal present, 37 Peele is able to critique the convenient falsity of  white America’s 
insistence that racism is “a problem relegated to the past”,38 and call “attention to the emergency that 
is the present”.39

Afro-Americans’ loss of  bodily autonomy is further illustrated through the auction-winner Jim’s 
comment that he wanted control of  Chris’ body to “be stronger, faster [and] cooler”.40 Exposing the 
ongoing commodification of  Afro-American bodies, Peele highlights white America’s ownership over 
the discourse that defines a black body. Whether fast, strong, cool or athletic, it is white America that 
ultimately decides. Seen through this lens, slavery-era economic exploitation of  Afro-American bodies 
hasn’t been erased, the exploitation has simply assumed more obscure forms.41

This control over Afro-American bodies is further broached, albeit on a personal level, in his latest 
project, Us, where Peele delivers a sharp rebuke of  the pigeon-holed expectation that Afro-American 
creatives must engage with their art “as inherently racial”.42 Throughout the film, a stack of  three 
VHS horror tapes reappear in numerous angled shots of  a bookshelf.43 C.H.U.D., or Cannibalistic 
Humanoid Underground Dwellers, directly hints at the meandering tunnels populated by oppressed 
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clones throughout Peele’s film.44 The story in The 
Goonies, of  children being dragged into tunnels 
below, foreshadows Adelaide’s quest for her 
daughter who finds herself  lost in underground 
tunnels.45 Lastly, The Right Stuff, a tale of  American 
patriotism, encourages a critical reading of  
Adelaide’s comment that “we’re Americans and 
we can do anything”,46 when in the film, cloned 
and controlled black bodies lie under the U.S.’ 
surface. This creative freedom to engage with 
both Afro-American and non-Afro-American 
allegories typifies Peele’s rebellious approach to 
representation.

Having freed his black body from the creative 
strictures of  status-quo Hollywood, Peele himself  
reflects the popular contention that “art must engage 
with Black vitality, not just Black pain”.47 Through 
his mastery of  filmic language, perhaps in an ode 
to Fanon’s claim that “a man who has language 
possesses the world expressed by that language”,48 

Peele demonstrates how Afro-Americans may 
be able to wrestle mainstream representations of  
White America back from White America. 

THE MYTH OF A POST-RACIAL 
AMERICA
Peele’s films also interrogate the obscure coercive 
structures that systemically disempower Afro-
Americans. Focusing not just on direct racial 
subjugation, Peele highlights the harm caused by 
Hollywood’s perpetuation and popularisation of  
mythologies of  a post-racial America.49 

Framing Chris’ interaction with an unnecessarily 
suspicious white police officer,50 Peele highlights 
the oppressive apparatuses that reinforce Afro-
Americans’ status as disempowered “objects of  
social suspicion… presumed to be up to no good”.51 
After Chris is asked for identification, Rose, socially 

“Art must engage 
with Black 
vitality, not just 
Black pain.” 
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empowered by her whiteness, demands “you can’t 
do that!”.52 This challenge of  authority, one an Afro-
American would be forced to approach with hesitancy, is 
Peele’s first hint at an experiential racial binary between 
white and Afro-American communities. 

Turning his lens to Rose’s self-congratulatory smirk 
following the encounter, Peele shifts focus towards 
white people’s vacuous exploitation of  non-sacrificial 
“allyship” to reaffirm their own political vanity.53 Once 
we learn Rose’s outburst was merely intended to hide 
her own criminal history, the scene provides a frame to 
understand Afro-Americans’ understandable distrust of  
“allyship”.54,55,56

In contrast, Chris’ meek demeanour throughout the 
interaction symbolises broader Afro-American concerns 
that “the police is just as racist” as before.57 Peele 
highlights this hesistancy to signify the deep-rooted 

Image 2: C. Barksdale, Untitled, 2017, Painting, 
1177x1440, in Vanity Fair’s “In Jordan Peele’s 
Gripping ‘Get Out’, “Humanity Is the Monster””, 
https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2017/02/
jordan-peele-get-out https://media.vanityfair.com/
photos/58a706a1e702515a692f1699/master/
w_1600%2Cc_limit/get-out-art-ss04.jpg. 

Afro-American fear that “the colonised subject is always presumed guilty”.58 When this is contrasted 
with Chris’ later heroics, Peele is able to platform the deeper Fanonian contention that “profound 
submission [to] power is not to be confused with acceptance of  that power”.59

In a later scene, Peele uses the “sunken place” (a hypnotised state), to symbolise the sunken, “marginalised” 
position Afro-Americans occupy in today’s heavily racialised American landscape.60 After depicting 
Rose’s mother Missy’s hypnotism of  Chris without his consent, Peele frames Chris’ passive “passenger 
experience” of  his mother’s violent death, and Missy’s subsequent reassurances that she will “heal” 
him,61 to hint at the enduring nature of  White control. Hinting at Rudyard Kipling’s The White Man’s 
Burden,62 Peele illustrates the process of  “enlightened” white people violently “civilising” – healing – 
non-white subjects.63 This link allows Peele to expose the enduring legacy of  oppressive white rule – all 
the way from Kipling to Missy.

Peele’s “gut punch that the world needed… [to expose] the Obama era’s post-racial lie” is further 
developed in Get Out’s popular alternate ending.64 Following Chris’ heroic, and necessarily violent, 
escape from the impending surgical removal of  his mind from his black body, he is found by white 
police with a gun used against Rose in self-defence.65 Immediately and aggressively handcuffed, Peele 
demonstrates the futility of  escaping persecution in a society that continues to restrict “full personhood 
to whites”,66 while excessively and falsely incarcerating Afro-American men.67

Placing his Afro-American lead in a situation emblematic of  crime-TV, a genre well-known for having 
the highest P.O.C.-exclusion rates of  any U.S. entertainment genre,68 Peele is also able to highlight 
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the multi-insitutional nature of  subjugation. Law enforcement’s material power to disempower fits 
neatly with Hollywood’s discursive power to systematically white-wash.69 As Peele’s casting of  all-
white police-officers, all-white surgeons and an all-white slave auction demonstrates, Hollywood is yet 
another instrument to entrench Afro-American disempowerment.

CONCLUSION
One may ask: how much does representation truly matter? Modern Hollywood’s failure to actively 
confront legacies of  oppression, and its subsequent perpetuation of  those very legacies, unquestionably 
illustrates misrepresentation’s devastating impact. Although these failures are deliberate to varying 
degrees, it is unquestionable Hollywood’s powerful influence over representation has assisted in White 
America’s marginalisation of  the Afro-American community.

Aggressively probing Afro-American stereotypes, Peele’s films encourage their audiences to critically 
reflect upon the ways in which the U.S. and their dominant discourse constructor, Hollywood, preserve 
a certain vision of  White America. This encouragement has definitely found success.70 However, Peele’s 
films represent only the first building blocks of  a necessarily larger battle. Far more is required to wrest 
control of  Afro-American representation from the discursive machine of  white America and into the 
hands of  the Afro-American community.
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and its interaction with matters of  forced migration. In particular, her regional area of  interest is in Latin America.

INTRODUCTION
Since the drafting of  the seminal 1951 Refugee Convention (“Convention”),1 there has been significant 
progressive development in the space of  international refugee law towards an effective system of  
recognition and protection. Nevertheless, a closer examination of  the practical operation of  the 
Convention – and in particular the definitional boundaries it sets for the term “refugee” in article 
1A(2) – demonstrates a lingering inadequacy in its application to the experiences of  women facing 
gendered persecution. Indeed, in evaluating the three main elements of  article 1A(2), it is argued that 
the well-regarded efficacy of  the Convention cracks under the gendered protection needs of  women. 

PROTECTED GROUNDS OF PERSECUTION 
In order to invoke the protection obligations of  member states under the Convention, persecution 
experienced by an applicant must be causally linked to one of  the five enumerated grounds of  race, 
religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership of  a particular social group (PSG) under article 
1A(2). In practice, where gender has yet to be articulated as a separate and independent ground 
of  persecution, membership of  a PSG disproportionately forms the nexus between the Convention 
and the persecutory acts of  domestic and gender-based violence experienced by female applicants.2 
UNHCR guidelines define a PSG as a group of  individuals who hold in common a characteristic that is 
“often innate, unchangeable, or otherwise fundamental to identity, conscience, or the exercise of  one’s 
human rights”.3 In light of  this broad definition, reliance on the grounds of  membership of  a PSG can 
be useful in drawing recognition to emerging social and cultural harms. However, over-reliance on the 
grounds of  membership of  a PSG can prove problematic where misunderstandings of  the dynamics 
of  gender identity and its role in gendered persecution linger in the discourse. This is particularly 
salient where most instances of  persecutory practice towards women are exacted with the intention of  
marginalising women as a subjugated group – this forced invisibility therefore paradoxically precludes 
such groups from the protection of  the international community.4 Further, where disparity in the 
refugee status determination processes, both across jurisdictions and within national systems, creates 
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a system of  indeterminacy, an absence of  
hard law concerning the role of  gender 
identity as a basis of  persecution remains 
inadequate in addressing the protection 
needs of  women fleeing from domestic and 
gender-based violence. Indeed, whereas 
some member states, such as Sweden, have 
amended domestic legislation to expressly 
recognise gender as a cognisable basis for 
a PSG, others such as South Africa have 
carved out an independent ground of  
gender for the recognition of  refugee status.5 
Absence of  a ground of  gender in the 
overarching framework of  the Convention 
therefore imbues an indeterminacy in the 

status determination of  women experiencing persecutory practices of  domestic and gender-based 
violence. Similarly, an incoherency in the role of  gender in the determination process is evident within 
jurisdictions that have not themselves established gender as an independent ground. This is clearest in 
the patchwork of  American jurisprudence where some claims grounded in domestic or gender-based 
violence have been recognised while others have been arbitrarily denied. Here, courts have consistently 
required an additional variable to gender in the articulation of  a cognisable PSG.6 This has led to 
a tendency for decision-makers to construct narrow articulations of  PSGs that in turn undermine 
the gendered nature of  the persecutory experiences in question. While such determinations have 
undoubtedly provided some women fleeing from domestic and gender-based violence with asylum, 
narrow constructions of  sub-groups within the grounds of  membership of  a PSG nevertheless risks the 
obfuscation of  gender as the salient characteristic upon which these practices are built.7 

WELL-FOUNDED FEAR OF PERSECUTION
There is no specific standard for persecution within the meaning of  article 1A(2) articulated in the 
Convention – instead, in the absence of  definition, the evaluation of  the parameters of  a “well-
founded fear of  persecution” will vary according to the particulars of  each case. Nonetheless, since the 
seminal Canadian decision in Ward, persecution in refugee law has generally come to be understood 
as requiring the “sustained or systemic violation of  basic human rights”.8 Problems arise in the refugee 
status determination process where applications are generally considered in light of  the objective 
background information available on the situation of  the country in question.9 However, as noted 
by the 1996 Australian Department of  Immigration and Multicultural Affairs (ADIMA) Guidelines, 
gender-based violence against women – and in particular, domestic violence – is largely under-reported 
if  at all officially documented in most countries, including the majority of  those from which asylum 
seekers have fled.10 In the absence of  such data, the success of  a female victim of  domestic or gender-
based violence in establishing a “well-founded fear of  persecution” rests largely on their personal 

“An absence of  hard 
law concerning 
the role of  gender 
identity as a basis of  
persecution remains 
inadequate” 
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credibility as subjectively determined by the discretion of  the decision-maker. This is in contrast to 
harm occurring in the public sphere – such as the targeted shooting of  a political dissident – which 
are more likely to be readily supported by ample background information.11 Further challenges to 
the protection scope of  the Convention arise where decision-makers incorrectly characterise acts of  
gender-related violations as “personal” where in actuality, in most cases of  gender-based violence, 
persecution is grounded in the wider context of  gender-based discrimination.12 In particular, cases 
of  sexual violence in conflict have on occasion been mischaracterised by decision-makers as having 
been committed in a private capacity despite common use by both state and non-state actors alike as 
a weapon or strategy of  war.13 In this context, gender-related persecution is often exacted with the 
intention of  dehumanising and brutalising those of  a particular community – the characterisation of  
acts such as rape in such situations as random or private, and therefore lacking in the discriminatory 
nature required by the Convention, as such fails to consider the overarching violence and impunity at 
play.14 

AVAILABILITY OF STATE PROTECTION 
To fall within the definitional boundaries of  article 1A(2), an absence of  state protection – measured 
in reference to the specific persecution faced by an applicant – is required. This has created difficulties 
for women fleeing gendered persecution where domestic and gender-based violence have traditionally 
been relegated to the private “domestic” sphere, and subsequently beyond the responsibility of  the 
state. Notably, such a dichotomisation of  public and private harms is often rooted in the long-standing 
constructions of  gender in a particular society. It follows that the relegation of  gender-related experiences 
to the private sphere – wherein state accountability is severed – is reflective of  a deeply institutionalised 
perception of  women as a social group subordinate to men, leaving women fleeing from domestic and 
gender-based violence unable to “avail [themselves] of  the protection of  that country”.15 Where typical 
male experiences of  harm have come to be normalised in the assessment of  refugee status, the efficacy 
of  article 1A(2) is further brought into question where particular risks that are attached to gendered 
persecution are not always given substantive weight in the determination process. Notably, problems 
persist in the assessment of  future risk and the availability of  state protection where some decision-
makers fail to account for related – though separate – future risks of  persecution brought about by 
gendered acts of  violence.16 In particular, stigmatisation of  female victims of  gendered violence can 
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result in the severe marginalisation of  these women from society, excluding them from traditional 
networks of  community protection as well as state protection. This can lead to high risks of  further 
related acts of  gendered persecution – such as the practice of  honour killings – as well as general acts 
of  violence amounting to persecution where women are left in a place of  heightened vulnerability.17 

CONCLUSION 
The Convention is well-regarded as providing the overarching framework of  contemporary 
international refugee law. Yet, despite significant development and progression, an examination of  the 
practical operation of  the Convention demonstrates a fractured system – one which excludes women 
fleeing from gender-based violence.
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